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Introducing the 
new WERSI
SONIC OAX1000 
organ

The new SCALA:
SONIC OAX800

The brilliant 
new compact 
Home Organ: 
SONIC OAX500

PLUS: OAS TO OAX UPGRADES / OAS 7 SOFTWARE / CD’s & MORE!

THE NEW OAX UPGRADE FOR OAS INSTRUMENTS!
VERONA, VEGAS & SCALA TO OAX SONIC STANDARD



Welcome to the new Christmas 
Edition of our WERSI News magazine. 

We can’t believe it’s nearly that time of 
year again! Things are certainly moving at 
a pace in the WERSI world and we’re ex-
cited to tell you about things that are com-
ing up throughout this news magazine. 
This includes an exciting OAX organ tour 
with Brett Wales, the new OAX upgrade 
program for OAS owners and also news 
about the latest software developments 
from WERSI for both OAS and OAX. 

February will see WERSI Direct take to 
the road for a product demo and informal 
concert tour. We are keen to show as many 
people as possible the new WERSI Sonic 
range. 

A new OAX software release is now availa-
ble for Sonic customers: V1.10. It includes 
a new ‘sheet music’ on display function, 
new styles, new sounds, more functions 
and a whole lot more. Also, form no on-
wards, customers can perform the soft-
ware upgrade themselves with the new 
auto-update function.

Other exciting news confirmed two weeks 
ago is that WERSI have nearly finished 
building the entire WERSI Direct sound 
library into the Sonic software. Yes, that’s 
right... more than 190 WDL sounds as 
standard for all Sonic customers from 
Chris Powell sounds, Blackpool Tower 
sounds through to Orchestral Colours, 
Klaus Wunderlich, Helios sounds and 
more! This is our gift to all UK customers 
who are buying the new Sonic, and also 
a promise to all customers who have up-
grade to OAX Sonic’s who wanted to re-
tain these sounds from their old OAS or-
gans. 

Best wishes, 

Robert New & Ben Scott Hyde

OKTOBERFEST 2015 DVD
We’re hard at work editing the huge amount of video footage 
from the concerts at Oktoberfest. The DVD release date will be 
announced shortly. All pre-orders from the Oktoberfest will be 
sent their copy as soon as the production is complete! It looks 
great and sounds even better!



MORE SOUNDS COMING FOR THE SONIC!
We can confirm that more than 200 new sounds will be available in the next 
software release of the new SONIC OAX instruments. The entire WERSI Di-
rect sound library will be included as standard in all SONIC instruments for all 
customers. This means that customers upgrading from an OAS instrument will 
retain the sounds that they enjoy from OAS. 



Well it’s a very busy time at WERSI 
as we mentioned in our editorial column 
on Page 2. Not only do we have our fab-
ulous new OAX instruments going from 
strength to strength, but we also have a 
new Speaker range to tell you about. 

First up is the new OAX software, which is 
detailed to the right of this column. New 
functions, new music making power and 
more. 

The OAS to OAX upgrade program is 
now  underway and the first batch of in-
struments to go to the WERSI factory to 
be transformed into sparkling new OAX 
instruments is booked in for January. The 
popularity of this program means that 
trips for the rest of the year are now being 
planned. Please do book your upgrade as 
early as possible to avoid disappointment 
in terms of waiting times. It’s a door to 
door service and takes only one week. 

New VOCALIS 120 speakers have arrived.  
We’re pleased that WERSI now offer the 
Vocalis 120 speakers in the following for-
mat: 

Vocalis 120: White / Black: £999-
Vocalis 120: Black   £999-

Vocalis 120: Pearl White:    £1,400-
Vocalis 120: Polish Black:   £1,400-

Additionally, we also now offer as a recom-
mended speaker system, the new WERSI 
TS9000 tower speakers. 

TS9000 : Pearl White £2,499-
TS9000: Polish Black £2,499-

More details on these new speakers are 
detailed later in this magazine. They are a 
great way to give your music making and 
added spread of sound for a luxurious 
sound experience. 

LATEST NEWS

LOUVRE GS1000 PRICE DROP
The WERSI Louvre GS1000 is now available for a limited 
time while stocks last at a reduced price of £28,000. This is a 
£12,000 saving. Finished in Pearl White only and featuring 
two TS9000 Speakers in matching finish. Complete with a 
three year warranty. Contact WERSI Direct for more info. 

NEW SONIC SOFTWARE UPDATE
Naturally, the Operating System now known as OAX is con-
tinually being developed. A new software update for SON-
IC owners will be available from the first week of December 
2015. It will include a host of brand new features. See the 
next page for a look at the new functions. 

ORDER THE OKTOBERFEST 2015 DVD
The Oktoberfest 2015 DVD will be released in February 
2016. The new DVD features artists from the 2015 festival 
and features WERSI artists at the WERSI Verona GS500, 
Scala GS700, Louvre GS1000 and Sonic OAX700 as well as 
the famous WERSI Atlantis SN3.

If you’d like to order a copy, you can do so by visiting 
www.wersidirect.com
Price: £15 + £2 p&p. 

 



NEW SONIC SOFTWARE UPDATE : V1.10
Wersi development of the new OAX software is moving at a fast 
pace. We can confirm that last month the software OAX V1.05 
was released and available to customers that contained many 
new functions, sounds and styles (covered on this page in our 
Autumn News Magazine). 

This month, WERSI unveil the new V1.10 software. The high-
lights are the new Music on display function. This means that 
you can read your sheet music direct on the touch display of 
the Sonic. 

A new Audio Recorder is now available to record and save your 
music performances. You can also use the new audio record-
er 

as an ‘easy’ to use ‘overdub’ recorder too. 

There is a new CD player that plays audio CD’s too... perfect for 
learning new music or playing your favourite music CDs. 

Finally, the new Input and Output mixers will give you more 
control and power than ever before. Graphic EQ is available for 
every part of the instrument, inputs and outputs as well as the 
ability to save Mixer Presets to store your optimal mixer set-
tings.

The software is available now from WERSI Direct Ltd. 

NEW SHEET MUSIC 
ON DISPLAY
For the first time on a WERSI instru-
ment you can have sheet music on 
your display. There are 50 music titles 
included with the new software V1.10 
and you can add your own music too 
as JPG files. 

Using the new Multi Gesture technol-
ogy of the touch screen, you simply 
swipe your finger to turn the page. It’s 
fast, easy to use and very practical. 
Music rests will become a things of the 
past!

New CD Player / Audio Player

The new OAX software features a new CD-Player. Play your favourite 
CDs. Naturally, all standard controls such as play / stop / forward / back-
wards / pause and eject are all included, as well as a time counter. 

New Audio Recorder
Recording audio is a much desired feature of most new arranger keyboards. WERSI 
has provided a digital audio recorder that allows you to make perfect digital audio re-
cordings on your Sonic. The audio recorder features an audio meter and timer as well as 
standard save functions and play / stop / pause / backwards functions etc. 

New Input Mixer / Preset Function / Graphic EQ
The new input mixer allows you to control the volumes and EQ of the keyboard man-
uals, Accompaniments, VST inputs, Audio and Mic inputs perfectly. Each with graphic 
multi band EQ and the ability to save your own user presets for instant recall. Naturally 
the mixer also features other professional features such as Solo and Mute functions too. 

New Output Mixer / Preset Function / Graphic EQ
The new sound output mixer is equally as comprehensive as the output mixer. Featuring 
controls for the Main Organ output (output 1), Audio output 2 and Headphones. Each 
output has independent controls for the left and right channels and can be linked too. 
There is EQ available for all channels as well as the ability to make total presets and make 
mixer presets as global / standard settings for the whole instrument. 



LATEST NEWS CONTINUED

SONIC OAX500 / OAX600 / OAX700 DVD
WERSI DIRECT have exclusively produced a tutorial DVD for all SON-
IC customers. The benefit of the tutorial DVD is that it follows an ‘easy 
to understand’ introduction to the OAX500, 600 and 700 organs. Natu-
rally, the DVD looks at the entire instrument and gives you an overview 
of the latest features introduction with software 1.10-01. 

SONIC OAX1000 TUTORIAL DVD
Because of the additional manual, bigger cabinet and changes to some 
of the layout of functions on the OAX1000, naturally we created an 
exclusive DVD for our OAX1000 customers. Sit back and receive an 
overview of your WERSI SONIC OAX1000 - the most impressive and 
luxurious flagship to come from WERSI. 

NEW ENGLISH USER MANUAL AVAILABLE
SONIC customers now have a new User Manual available for 
them. They can download the user manual from our support 
website: 

www.wersi-support.com

The latest manual explains the latest functions and features 
of the Sonic. 



OAS to OAX ENGLISH BROCHURE AVAILABLE 
NOW!
If you haven’t already downloaded our new English brochure for the OAS to OAX 
upgrade, you can do so on our support website: 

www.wersi-support.com

NEW PIPE ORGAN SOUND LIBRARY FOR OAS
We have several new sound packs that have been released. The first is the new Pipe 
Organ sound pack. There are ten new stereo high quality sounds taken from various 
Pipe Organs across England and France. 

1. Baroque Organ  2. Cathedral Organ
3. Deep Church Organ 4. Flute Organ
5. Fugue Organ  6. Novel Pipe Organ
7. Romantic Pipe Organ 8. Toccata Organ
9. Wedding Organ 10. Bass Pipe Organ

£39.99
Inc. P&P

NEW HOLLYWOOD ORCHESTRA SOUND 
LIBRARY FOR OAS
This new sound pack, developed with our partner Crimson Wave is incredible. Featur-
ing stunning live musicians to create wonderful stereo sounds to use on WERSI OAS 
instruments. We’re incredibly proud of this new sound pack. 

1. Djawadi Cello Section  2. Celtic Dulcimer
3. Cinematic Strings  4. Full Orchestral Brass
5. Golden Tenor Sax  6. Orchestral Trombones
7. Orchestral Trumpet Section 8. Peruvian Panpipes
9. Romance Strings  10. Tubular Bells
11. Solo Violin   12. Viola Section
13. Trem Strings 1  14. Trem Strings 2
15. Orchestral Timpani  16. Timpani + Hollywood Strings

ORDER FROM WERSI DIRECT WEBSITE
www.wersidirect.com

£49.99
Inc. P&P



BRETT WALES : EASY PLAY - BERT KAEMPFERT EDITION

Brand new from WERSI Direct is the Brett Wales Easy Play 
software... ‘Bert Kaempfert’. 

Featuring 40 One Touch Settings (Total Presets) that have been 
programmed by Brett Wales as well as 10 MP3 demos, the new 
software is fantastic! 

Features: Bye, Bye Blues, Dankeschon, Feelings, Raindrops 
keep falling on my head, Red roses for a blue lady,  Rhinestone 
Cowboy, Spanish eyes, Strangers in the night, Sweet Caroline, 
Swinging Safari and more!

ULTIMATE CHOIRS & VOCALS FOR OAS 7

This new product will be launched at the WERSI Oktoberfest. 
WERSI Direct have worked with several choirs and vocal groups 
over the past 2 years and recorded this collection of ultimate 
choirs. Male choirs, female choirs, natural jazz singers, Eastern 
Choirs and more are here. What’s more, for the first time in a 
decade, you have completely new Jazz Scat singers with real 
tonal playability and musical phrasing. 

See the world premier at the WERSI Oktoberfest 
2015.

NEW WERSI 2015 PRODUCT BROCHURE

The new WERSI Direct product brochure is available. You can 
download it from www.wersidirect.com or request a copy in the 
post by emailing us: info@wersidirect.com

The new OAX product range is fully detailed as well as a model by 
model comparison chart. 

Other products such as our new Vocalis and TS9000 speaker sys-
tems are also detailed. 

All new WERSI organs come with a three year warranty and fea-
ture English Manuals and tutorial DVD’s exclusive to WERSI 
Direct Ltd. 

Get your copy today!







ROBERT WOLFE DEBUT TO HEADLINE 2016 OKTOBERFEST
International artist Robert Wolfe will join the WERSI ranks next year for a special exclusive concert at the 
WERSI Oktoberfest. Robert, who will become familiar with the fantastic WERSI organ range over the next 
12 months is thrilled to headline the festival. WERSI Direct CEO Ben Scott-Hyde said, “I’m really pleased 
that Robert has agreed to bring his special style of playing and artistry to the 2016 festival. 

FRANZ LAMBERT RETURNS TO HEADLINE 2016
Organ superstar Franz Lambert returns exclusively to the WERSI Oktoberfest 2016. Franz has been voted 
the most popular organ artist by Oktoberfest goers and we are excited to confirm that along with Robert 
Wolfe, Franz will headline the 2016 music festival in Huntingdon. WERSI CEO Robert New said, “We’re 
extremely proud that Franz Lambert will headline the Oktoberfest 2016 for WERSI Direct again. He is 
overwhelmingly popular and there’s nothing like seeing Franz play live.” 



UK OPEN ART-XTENDED TOUR 2016
BRETT WALES + SONIC OAX
TO   BE   ANNOUNCED   SOON



UK OPEN ART-XTENDED TOUR 2016
BRETT WALES + SONIC OAX
TO   BE   ANNOUNCED   SOON









SONIC OAX1000
The WERSI Sonic OAX1000 is the new flagship instrument from WERSI. Featuring three manuals, 25 note 
pedal board, luxury finishes and the most incredible operating system (OAX). Music making has never 
been so good. A statement of fact. 





A LOOK AT THE SONIC OAX1000
Whether you’re someone who admires beautiful instruments or someone who is devoted to making great mu-
sic fast, or even someone who just wants to explore the wonderful world of WERSI organs, the Sonic OAX1000 
is for you. 

When the OAX1000 was announced in the Autumn 
of 2015, it came as a pleasant surprise. We were not 
expecting the WERSI development department to 
bring out a new flagship for some time. 

We (at WERSI Direct) were also a little bit in awe 
of the various possibilities that three manuals could 
provide players with. On the Sonic OAX500-600-
700 and 800 models, that have two keyboard man-
uals, we’d already seen the wonderful ability to be 
able to split and overlap sounds on all manuals and 
pedals. You could create illusion of playing 4 or 5 
manuals. With the Sonic OAX1000, you could great 
increase this. It’s just mind blowing. No WERSI or-
gan before has ever provided such SONIC sound 
brilliance. 

Add to the wonderful sound possibilities the excit-
ing new SONIC sound library, which is about to be 
greatly expanded, the new SONIC is just wonder-
ful.  The SONIC OAX1000 features more than 1000 
sounds. The Grand Piano sounds are nearly 1 GB 
in size alone! The Theatre Organs are fantastic and 
have been improved and worked on since their first 
appearance in the WERSI OAS range more than ten 
years ago. The WERSI sound designers have worked 
hard to create an organ that is user friendly and out-
standing for all musical genres. 

The new SONIC range has a massively improved or-
chestral sound section. There are new large String 
sections, lush string ensembles, beautiful new 
flutes, saxophones, clarinets and more. Then when 
we throw in the new brass, brass stacks, ensembles, 
horns, orchestral movie type sounds, it’s the ulti-
mate dream organ. A lot of what was formerly ‘ex-
clusive to WERSI developers and star artists’ is now 
standard and accessible for all customers, which is a 
huge  plus. The new Sonic operating system software 
V1.10-01 has opened the instrument up further.

The new accompaniments for the WERSI Sonic are 
phenomenal. 150 Audio Styles compliment the ad-
ditional WERSI Styles that have been developed for 
the Sonic from scratch. Start artist Robert Bartha 
opened up his recording studio and production fa-
cility to create the new styles for WERSI.  

All styles and Realdrums (a style with a real audio 
drum track) have four variations, three intro and end-
ings, 4 fill ins and 2 drum breaks. On the new Sonic 
we have a new Auto-Accompaniment system that is 
out of this world. For the first time on a WERSI or-
gan  (we keep saying this, but it’s true!) we have 8 track 
auto accompaniment that also corresponds to complex 
MIDI commands, which for those who that may sound 
like technical jargon, it means that the accompaniment 
sounds can be programmed to act just like real instru-
ments. Real pitch bends, slides, velocity changes as well 
as filter, attack, release and sustain settings... and many, 
many more! It’s very cool. 

You can view sheet music on the TFT Touch Display as 
well as lyrics and more. It’s fantastic. It really is. Also, 
you can add your own sheet music. This is great. More 
and more online sheet music retailers are providing 
sheet music as digital downloads. WERSI Direct will be 
offering a sheet music service in 2016. This will mean 
that you can send a request for sheet music files, we will 
source them for you and you just pay for the files and 
load them in. Of course if you’re technically minded, 
you can do this yourself direct without our assistance. 

The new Sonic OAX1000 like it’s little brothers can be 
upgraded by software. You simply pop in a USB stick 
and press the ‘software update’ button. The on-screen 
instructions take you through. It’s so simple. 

What does the future hold for anyone considering buy-
ing a new SONIC OAX1000? Well first of, it means 
that you look forward to a lot of exciting innovations 
be added to your instrument. It also means that you’ll 
look forward to a mixture of free sounds, free styles etc 
as well as new expansions that will be chargeable like 
on the OpenArt-System that preceded the new SONIC. 

Already, WERSI have integrated the new Hauptwerk 
Silberman virtual organ into the Sonic. The Sonic is the 
first and only instrument that is powerful enough to 
run the Hauptwerk system. There are literally hundreds 
of classical organs that can be loaded into the Son-
ic OAX1000 Hauptwerk system. There is also a good 
number of excellent Theatre Organs too. Never before 
has such possibilities existed in one instrument. This is 
great news for people who do not want to have lots of



separate modules, computers connected with old 
MIDI cables etc. More and more we see that cus-
tomers want an ‘all in one’ solution. The WERSI 
Sonic is exactly that. 

The three manuals of the OAX1000 means that you 
can really play a classical / church / theatre organ. 
The powerful internal speakers obviously compli-
ment the power needed for making this type of mu-
sic. 

However, the Sonic OAX1000 is much, much more 
that a classical organ or a theatre organ. As already 
mentioned, it can be whatever you want it to be. 
For example, it could be the ultimate synth and pop 
organ. With more than 300 synth sounds, a real 
synthesiser at the heart of the organ with filters, 
oscillators and more, you can create revolutionary 
modern sounds for out this world productions. 
Marry the sounds with the new Realdrums and you 
have something really very special. You can use the 
six SFX buttons as ‘Drum / FX / Phrase trigger pads 
like a DJ would at a club, or live DJ performance. 
The new CC control volume drawbar allows you to 
control effects such as Filters etc and many more 
functions will be added shortly. 

The new digital drum kits are very cool. There is a 
whole host of new Drum Kits ranging from Ballad type 
kits to Hip-Hop and Latin Drum Kits. 80’s Drum Kits, 
Dance Drum Kits and Swing, Brush and Jazz drum kits 
have been newly created for the Sonic. Of course all of 
the old drum kits from the WERSI OAS range are also 
present. This means that you take styles from your old 
organs if you’re upgrading to a Sonic, or moving up to 
a new Sonic. Great stuff.

WERSI have provided a dual Drum and Accompani-
ment sound engine, which means double the amount 
of musicality from your Styles! 

Making the big sound... With the Sonic OAX1000 you 
can freely assign up to 16 sounds between the three 
manuals and the pedal board. The options are unbeliev-
ably impressive and you can create a large sound almost 
straight away. For every sound, you can then adjust 



the octave of the sound up or down by one or two oc-
taves, you can tune the sound, you can transpose the 
sound, you can adjust the amount of two different re-
verbs, chorus and delay effects. 

You can also set the values of the additional parameters 
such as how the swell pedal responds, whether you’d 
like to make the sound touch sensitive etc. 

The Sonic OAX1000 is also ‘after touch’ responsive on 
ALL three manuals. This is great news, and means that 
you can make your playing more expressive than ever 
before. With aftertouch activated, you can make choirs 
vibratos increase on the lower manual when pressing a 
chord harder, or make them sing out of tune! It’s a lot of 
fun, but more importantly, it makes your music mak-
ing better and more dynamic and realistic. We love this 
new function and knowing that you can also program 
what the aftertouch will effect is welcome news. 

The Sonic OAX1000 features 5 chrome pistons as 
well as two programmable foot switches built into 
the swell pedal. From here you can program a va-
riety of functions from piano sustain, effect (SFX) 
sounds, start / stop, fill ins, change presets etc. 

The Total Preset system of the Sonic OAX1000 is 
a joy to use. You have access to banks and banks 
and banks of presets. The WERSI Factory Presets 
are pretty good too. What’s more, for the first time 
ever every factory style has four registration pre-
sets linked to them under the new ‘Sound to Style’ 
function. There are literally hundreds and hundreds 
of factory Total Presets. This covers the traditional 
WERSI organ sounds such as Franz Lambert and 
Klaus Wunderlich type sounds through to lush Pi-
ano and Orchestra registrations. 

Wonderful soloist combination sounds and more 
are also standard on this instrument and natural-
ly there’s a huge user space available for customers 
who like to make their own total presets. The Total 
Presets can be named, the banks can be named and 
you can use your finger to ‘swish’ through the banks. 
The Sonic OAX1000 also has total preset buttons be-
tween the manuals too for quick access. You’ll also 
find buttons to move up and down through preset 
banks. 











Great news comes in all different forms, but for WERSI 
OAS owners, this is perhaps the greatest news ever. 

The details of the new upgrade is as follows... WERSI OAS Verona 
and Scala customers will be able to upgrade their instruments to 
OAX. 

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE UPGRADE?
The upgrade includes all new metal work, new internal circuit 
boards, all new PC parts, new operating system and of course 
OAX. all OAS parts are replaced.  

• All new metal panels to match your instrument. 
• New circuit boards and brushed silver buttons. 
• New musical hardware parts. 
• New PC parts and drives.
• New 11.6 inch TFT touch display with 16:9 movie resolution. 
• New OAX Operating Software.
• English Tutorial DVD.
• English User Manual.
• 3 Year Warranty.

HOW MUCH DOES THE UPGRADE COST?
The upgrade is substantially cheaper than purchasing a new OAX 
instrument. Please see the pricing on the next page. 

CAN THE UPGRADE BE DONE AT MY HOME?
At this time, the upgrade will be carried out at our German fac-
tory. If you purchase the upgrade, the pricing includes the WER-
SI Direct technicians coming to collect your instrument, where 
it will be driven to the factory in Germany and returned to you 
shortly after. 

Currently, we plan to take 4-5 organs at a time to the factory to be 
upgraded and will be running a fortnightly program of upgrades. 

We must stress that we are anticipating a high demand 
for the upgrade service and all orders will be on a first 
come first serve basis, so please do not delay in placing 
your order for the OAS to OAX upgrade. 

OAS TO OAX UPGRADE





SCALA TO SONIC OAX800 PRICE £6,699,00

VERONA GS500 TO SONIC OAX500 PRICE £5,999,00
VEGAS CS70 TO SONIC OAX500 PRICE £5,999,00

SCALA 76  TO SONIC OAX800 PRICE £7,999,00

UPGRADE COSTS:



SCALA TO SONIC OAX800 PRICE £6,699,00

VERONA GS500 TO SONIC OAX500 PRICE £5,999,00
VEGAS CS70 TO SONIC OAX500 PRICE £5,999,00

SCALA 76  TO SONIC OAX800 PRICE £7,999,00



WERSI VERONA TO SONIC OAX500 UPGRADE IN WOOD VENEER / METALLIC BLACK CONSOLE





VERONA TO SONIC OAX500 UPGRADE: THE NEW TOUCH SCREEN & OAX SOFTWARE





SONIC OAX700
The incredible new 25 note pedal organ from WERSI. 
New features: New Incredible Sounds, including 900MB piano, VB3 and WERSI draw-
bars, New Audio Styles (Next Generation RealDrums). State of the art music making 

technology, Easy Play functions, One Touch Settings and much, much more!

£19,999.00 (Great Part Exchange available)



WERSI DIRECT MAKE 
CHRISTMAS IN LONDON

The WERSI DIRECT team held their annual 
Christmas staff and team party in London in 
December. 

Joined by artists such as Brett Wales and 
Robert Bartha, the festive cheer and merri-
ment was free flowing. 

Director Robert New said; “It’s always nice 
to get everyone together, and to say thank 
you to our team, including those people who 
work behind the scenes and don’t appear at 
public events. We had a great time and we’d 
like to say a big thank you to our hard work-
ing and dedicated staff and everyone who 
contributes towards the success of WERSI 
across the UK.”  

You can meet the team and artists at the up-
coming Sonic OAX Promotional tour in 2016 
as well as at the Oktoberfest 2016. 

INCREDIBLE REFURBISHED INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
WERSI SCALA TO SONIC OAX800
£13,999- (part exchange welcome)

WERSI VERONA TO SONIC OAX500
£7,999- (part exchange welcome)

Second Generation WERSI Scala upgraded 
to a state of the art WERSI SONIC OAX800. 
Retail price of a new OAX800 is £25,000. 

Mahogany real wood veneer cabinet, 2 x 5 
octave keyboards, 25 note pedal board and 
matching bench. 

Full upgraded parts and all new hardware 
and musical parts. Incredible OAX software 
and full WERSI OAX warranty. 

A bargain at £13,999 and part exchange wel-
come. 

Contact WERSI DIRECT LTD for further 
details. 

First Generation WERSI Verona upgraded to 
a state of the art WERSI SONIC OAX500. 
Retail price of a new OAX800 is £25,000. 

Mahoghany real wood veneer cabinet, 2 x 5 
octave keyboards, 17 note pedal board and 
matching bench. 

Full upgraded parts and all new hardware 
and musical parts. Incredible OAX software 
and full WERSI OAX warranty. 

A bargain at £7,999 and part exchange wel-
come. 

Contact WERSI DIRECT LTD for further 
details. 







OAX700







SONIC OAX500
The incredible new compact organ from WERSI. 
New features: New Incredible Sounds, including 900MB piano, VB3 and WERSI draw-
bars, New Audio Styles (Next Generation RealDrums). State of the art music making 
technology, Easy Play functions, One Touch Settings, internal speakers and much, 

much more!

£11,999.00 (Great Part Exchange available)



SONIC OAX600
The incredible new organ from WERSI with 76 note 
lower manual and 17 note chrome pedal board.
New features: New Incredible Sounds, including 900MB piano, 
VB3 and WERSI drawbars, New Audio Styles (Next Generation 
RealDrums). State of the art music making technology, Easy Play 
functions, One Touch Settings, Vocalis Speaker towers and much, 

much more!

£13,990.00 (Great Part Exchange available)



TS9000 SPEAKERS

The WERSI TS9000 have been updated and im-
proved for musicmaking in 2015 and beyond. Brought 
back due to popular demand, they are available in 
Pearl White and High Polish Black. 

• Active powered 300 Watt output per speaker.
• 3-Way Loudspeaker system
• Special High frequency Horn-System, 70 W
• 8” Middle range, 100 W
• 12” Longhub Bass, 300 W
• Frequency range: 32 Hz - 25 kHz
• 1 x LINE IN / PARALLEL-OUT auf XLR-Combo-
• Dimensions: 1000 x 350 x 360 mm (H x W x D)

£2,499.00



CHRISTMAS DEALS FOR YOU

OpenArt-Arranger - £499 (RRP £555)
The WERSI OpenArt-Arranger from WERSI for all OAS 7 instruments 
allows you to have a completely new Arranger Section of your instru-
ment. New styles, new intro and endings as well as the ability to create 
and edit styles from scratch mean that you’ll be making music in no 
time. It also means that you can add Yamaha Tyros styles too!

CHOIRS OF ANGELS - £140 (RRP £199)
The latest software form WERSI Direct is a collection of choirs and so-
loists. From Scat Singers to Operatic Vocals, this collection is stunning 
in its quality and versatile musical applications. Complete with a stun-
ning library of SFX of vocal sounds, it’s simply beautiful. 

BEST OF CD-LINE DRAWBARS - £49.99 (RRP£69.99)

A large collection of WERSI CD-Line Drawbars. Sampled with WERSI 
Voice and more. WERSI Spectra CD700 and Atlantis SN3 Drawbars are 
all covered in this comprehensive collection. 

CHRIS POWELL EDITION - £49.99  (RRP£69.99)

Wonderful Theatre Organ sounds from world acclaimed Theatre Or-
ganist Chris Powell. Perfected on his WERSI Verona organ, the sounds 
are a collection of sounds from Chris Powell’s own concert program. 

BLACKPOOL TOWER SOUNDS - £49.99  (RRP£69.99)

The Blackpool Tower Organ Sounds are truly unique. Taken from the 
first WERSI Sample recording session of the tower organ, these sounds 
sat unprocessed for more than ten years. When found in 2014, WER-
SI Direct worked hard to produce a beautiful sound set of authentic 
sounds for your WERSI OAS instrument!



WERSI DIRECT WEBSITE
As well as holding all of the information on the current 
WERSI product range, the latest news and more is always 
available on the website. Of course you’ll also find the online 
store too, which is easy to use. 
www.wersidirect.com

WERSI DIRECT ONLINE

WERSI SUPPORT RESOURCE SITE
We’re committed to providing as much resources as possible 
to allow customers to ‘self help’ and learn about their instru-
ments at their own pace. You’ll find product information as 
well as historical WERSI product info, support for our cus-
tomers abroad, user manuals, software downloads and more. 
www.wersi-support.com

WERSI DIRECT YOUTUBE CHANNEL
We have a YouTube channel where you can watch product 
demonstrations, performances, tutorial videos and more.
In 2016, we’ll be adding more content, and giving customers 
the opportunity to send in ‘how to’ requests so we can create 
videos directly for you. Visit:  
www.youtube.com (search WERSIDirectLtd)

WERSI DIRECT MONTHLY PODCAST!
WERSI DIRECT LTD host a monthly radio podcast show. 
The show highlights WERSI artists, individual WERSI or-
gans and features humour, chat and more from Ben Scott-
Hyde and Charlie Weeks-Bell. The Podcast has become 
a popular fixture of the WERSI Direct empire and fuses 
music recorded on old and new WERSI organs into a fun 
show. 

Our ‘Soundcloud’ channel website that hosts our Podcast 
can be found here: 
https://soundcloud.com/wersi





CLAUDIA HIRSCHFELD: 
ON THE ROAD WITH CLAUDIA & THE SONIC
Over the past few months, anyone who’s a user of Facebook will not of failed to notice that Claudia Hirschfeld 
has been touring across Europe with the new Sonic OAX1000 and Sonic OAX500 organs. She’s been thrilling 
audiences with her unique style and brilliant concert program on the new organs. 

Claudia Hirschfeld took delivery of her WERSI 
Sonic OAX1000 this Autumn and has quickly pro-
duced an impressive program on the new WERSI 
flagship organ. 

The tour of continental Europe started in November 
and went on until the start of December. The tour 
saw Claudia perform on both the flagship as well as 
the new compact home organ ‘Sonic OAX500’ or-
gan. As well as performing concert pieces, Claudia 
also demonstrated the instruments abilities, unique 
and new features and more. 

Claudia will be coming to the UK in 2016, naturally 
performing on the WERSI Sonic range. Be sure to 
hear her fabulous musical talents and check 
www.wersidirect.com regularly for dates. 





ROBERT BARTHA
International superstar organist Robert Bartha and friend 
of WERSI Direct has also been on the road with WER-
SI SONIC OAX1000 too. Criss crossing Europe parallel 
to Claudia Hirschfeld, the tour de force that is Robert has 
brought his music to many different venues and stages. 


